OSU CineCulture

FREE Spring 2017
Screenings and Discussion on Wednesdays at 5:30pm in Willard Hall 010. Events are Free and Open to the Public.

Feb. 22nd
Dance for Me
The Danish documentary paints a touching, dance-filled portrait of two very young people with great ambitions—and challenges—on and off the dance floor.

Mar. 29th
Farmland
Farmland takes an intimate look at the lives of farmers and ranchers in their twenties, all of whom are now responsible for running their farming business. Learn about their high-risk/high reward jobs and passion for a way of life that has been passed down from generation to generation.

Apr. 12th
Signs of Remarkable History
Filmed in and around an American Muslim liberal arts college in Northern California, SIGNS OF REMARKABLE HISTORY considers practices of reading, recitation, and knowledge seeking amongst a diverse group of American Muslims.

Apr. 26th
Occupation 101
A thought-provoking and powerful film on the root causes of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Unlike any other film produced on the conflict, 'Occupation 101' presents a comprehensive analysis of the facts and hidden truths surrounding the never ending controversy and dispels many of its long-perceived myths and misconceptions.

May 3rd
Where Heaven Meets Hell
Over a six-month period, this film follows four miners and their families, all at different stages in their lives and careers. Where Heaven Meets Hell is a study of endurance and the sustaining power of faith, love and family through desperate times.

Visit our Facebook Page at www.facebook.com/groups/OSUCineCulture/